
Fiction in many forms at the Nichols Library 

 This week’s new book cart features A-list fiction and genre favorites for varied tastes. 

Isabel Allende, Claire Messud and Jennifer Haigh concoct a main course of impressive word-craft.   

Jeffrey Archer and Edward simmer a rich soup of family drama and period detail.  James Patterson and 

Jackie Collins bring the spicy appetizers.  And Sophie Kinsella, Susan Mallory and Sheryl Woods bake a 

romantic soufflé.  

In Maya's Notebook by Isabel Allende, the author leaves her usual magical realist historical 

fiction for a contemporary setting.    When Maya Vidal’s beloved step-grandfather Popi dies, she goes 

into a spiral of delinquency.  She is rescued by her grandmother, who sends her to an island in Chili,  

where she regains her footing and learns about her family’s past.   ‘Allende retains the storytelling magic 

that is her signature, while deftly juxtaposing the alternating universes of the past-including Chile’s dark 

history of political terror-and present” (O magazine).  

In The woman Upstairs by Claire Messud,   Nora Eldridge, a schoolteacher who dreams of being an artist, 

meets the Shahid family: Sirena, Skandar, and Reza, a student in Nora’s third-grade class at Appleton 

Elementary in Cambridge, Mass. When Sirena asks Nora to share an artists’ studio, Nora falls in love with 

each exotic Shahid in turn: Sirena, for her artistic vision; Skandar, for his intellectual fervor; and Reza, 

because he’s a perfectly beautiful child.  When one of them betrays Nora, her anger and desperation 

know no bounds. This “feminine counterpoint to the rantings of Dostoevsky's Underground Man is an 

astonishing feat of creative imagination” (Kirkus Reviews).  

News from Heaven by Jennifer Haigh. This collection of  stories takes place in  the vividly imagined world 

of Bakerton (Baker Towers)—a coal-mining town rocked by decades of painful transition.   With a 

revolving cast of characters, these stories explore how our roots, the families and places in which we are 

raised, shape the people we eventually become. “Throughout, her combined gifts for piercing acuity and 

discreet understatement make a powerful mix” (NY Times). 

Best Kept Secret by Jeffrey Archer.   Archer (Sins of the Father) takes the Clifton Chronicles into the post–

World War II era. The Cliftons and the Barringtons are now officially united, but sweet matrimony brings 

no end to either family feuds or legal dramas.   Archers fills this Downton Abbey-esque series with 

“sufficient narrative threads for six novels, complete with displays of money, Old-Boy connections, and  

intrigue” (Kirkus Reviews). 

Paris by Edward Rutherfurd.  The “city-hopping epic-mesiter” (London) brings us to the ville lumière.  

This multi-generational epic is a weighty volume, but any book that stretches from Caesar to May 1968 

is bound to need a lot of room.  At the end of the day it’s a “sparkling window upon history with a 

superb narrative,” at least according to the Fort Worth Star-Telegram. 

12th of Never by The James Patterson and Company, featuring Maxine Paetro.   In this Women's Murder 

Club entry, a rising star football player for the San Francisco 49ers is the prime suspect in a grisly 

murder. Meanwhile, an eccentric English professor has been having vivid nightmares about a violent 

murder and he's convinced is real.  No one believes him, until a shooting is called in that fits the 



professor's description to the last detail.  Detective, Lindsay Boxer, just back from the hospital with her 

newborn, is going to have her hands full.  “I have never begun a Patterson book and been able to put it 

down." (Larry King, USA Today).  Meanwhile, in The Power Trip by Jackie Collins, “life in the fast lane hits 

the open seas” as a birthday cruise on the Sea of Cortez with is threatened first by personal intrigues 

and then by pirates.    

  Wedding night by Sophie Kinsella.  Lottie was always impulsive, but this was no spontaneous 

plan to get a tattoo, this was marriage. When she decides to make the big leap with a guy she hasn't 

seen in fifteen years, her sister Flissie decides equally impulsively to squelch her plans on the very night 

of the nuptials.  “There’s plenty of silly fun to be had in this charming comedy of errors” (Booklist). 

Finally, we have our first installment of summer beach reading, in which a woman/women meet 

with friends/sisters to grapple with their marriage/lives.   In Lighthouse Bay by Kimberly Freeman,  Libby 

Slater returns to her hometown where she hopes to reconcile with her sister, Juliet.  In Three Sisters by 

Susan Mallory (Barefoot Season), three women on the outs with their current beaus,  rent adjoining 

beach cottages.  Finally, in Sand Castle Bay by Sherryl Woods, a couple gets a second chance at love.  

 


